Molecular dynamics simulation of hepatitis C virus IRES IIId domain: structural behavior, electrostatic and energetic analysis.
The dynamic behavior of the HCV IRES IIId domain is analyzed by means of a 2.6-ns molecular dynamics simulation, starting from an NMR structure. The simulation is carried out in explicit water with Na+ counterions, and particle-mesh Ewald summation is used for the electrostatic interactions. In this work, we analyze selected patterns of the helix that are crucial for IRES activity and that could be considered as targets for the intervention of inhibitors, such as the hexanucleotide terminal loop (more particularly its three consecutive guanines) and the loop-E motif. The simulation has allowed us to analyze the dynamics of the loop substructure and has revealed a behavior among the guanine bases that might explain the different role of the third guanine of the GGG triplet upon molecular recognition. The accessibility of the loop-E motif and the loop major and minor groove is also examined, as well as the effect of Na+ or Mg2+ counterion within the simulation. The electrostatic analysis reveals several ion pockets, not discussed in the experimental structure. The positions of these ions are useful for locating specific electrostatic recognition sites for potential inhibitor binding.